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Since its outbreak in December 2019, a series of clinical trials on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
have been registered or carried out. However, the significant heterogeneity and less critical outcomes of
such trials may be leading to a waste of research resources. This study aimed to develop a core outcome
set (COS) for clinical trials on COVID-19 in order to tackle the outcome issues. The study was conducted
according to the Core OutcomeMeasures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) handbook (version 1.0), a guide-
line for COS development. A research group was set up that included experts in respiratory and critical
medicine, traditional Chinese medicine, evidence-based medicine, clinical pharmacology, and statistics,
in addition to medical journal editors. Clinical trial registry websites (chictr.org.cn and clinicaltrials.gov)
were searched to retrieve clinical trial protocols and outcomes in order to form an outcome pool. A total
of 78 clinical trial protocols on COVID-19 were included and 259 outcomes were collected. After stan-
dardization, 132 outcomes were identified within seven different categories, of which 58 were selected
to develop a preliminary outcome list for further consensus. After two rounds of Delphi survey and one
consensus meeting, the most important outcomes for the different clinical classifications of COVID-19
were identified and determined to constitute the COS for clinical trials on COVID-19 (COS-COVID). The
COS-COVID includes one outcome for the mild type (time to 2019-nCoV reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) negativity), four outcomes for the ordinary type (length of hospital
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stay, composite events, score of clinical symptoms, and time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity), five out-
comes for the severe type (composite events, length of hospital stay, arterial oxygen partial pressure
(PaO2)/fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2), duration of mechanical ventilation, and time to 2019-nCoV
RT-PCR negativity), one outcome for critical type (all-cause mortality), and one outcome for rehabilitation
period (pulmonary function). The COS-COVID is currently the most valuable and practical clinical
outcome set for the evaluation of intervention effect, and is useful for evidence assessment and
decision-making. With a deepening understanding of COVID-19 and application feedback, the
COS-COVID should be continuously updated.

� 2020 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The clinical efficacy and safety evaluation of medical interven-
tions are usually based on the measurement and analysis of certain
clinical outcomes. However, studies have found that the outcomes
used in clinical research are frequently inconsistent, nonstandard,
irrational, or inessential, weakening the scientific and practical
nature of research results and leading to research waste [1–3]. In
order to overcome these problems, experts in evidence-based med-
icine and clinical research methodology have put forward strate-
gies to develop core outcome sets (COSs). A COS refers to an
agreed-upon standard set of outcomes that should be measured
and reported, as a minimum, in all clinical trials in specific areas
of health or healthcare [4]. A COS is helpful to regularize outcomes
adopted in clinical trials, so as to improve the practicability, com-
parability, and transparency of the results [4]. In 2010, the Core
Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) Initiativey was
launched to promote research on COS by developing methodological
guidelines. Thus far, a series of guidelines and handbooks have been
published, including the COMET Handbook (version 1.0) [5], the
COS-STAndards for Development (COS-STAD) [6], the COS-
STAndards for Reporting (COS-STAR) [7], and the COS-
STAndardised Protocol Items (COS-STAP) [8].

Since the outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),
hundreds of clinical trial protocols have been registered and have
begun subject recruitment. By 20 February 2020, 228 protocols
were already listed in two clinical trial registries www.chictr.org.
cn�,��. However, there were some deficiencies in the registered
clinical trial protocols, especially in outcomes, such as nonstan-
dardized descriptions, significant heterogeneity, subpar clinical
value, and ambiguous measure points. Hence, it is necessary to
develop a COS for clinical trials on COVID-19 (COS-COVID), which
is the aim of this study.

Researchers are encouraged to apply the COS-COVID for the
evaluation of different interventions (either pharmaceutical or
non-pharmaceutical therapies) in clinical trials on COVID-19. A full
spectrum of COVID-19 classifications is covered, ranging frommild
and ordinary to severe and critical types, in addition to rehabilita-
tion period. The COS-COVID can be used not only in clinical trials,
but also in systematic reviews/meta-analyses, guidelines, and
other research on evidence evaluation and decision-making for
COVID-19.
2. Methods

This study was conducted and reported following the COMET
Handbook, COS-STAD, and COS-STAR. A research plan was
publicized on the websites of COMET and the Chinese Clinical
Trials Core Outcome Sets Research Center.��
et al., Core Outcome Set for Clin
2.1. Participants

In order to guarantee quality and efficiency in the development
of the COS-COVID, a steering group with participants from differ-
ent stakeholder groups was set up. This group comprised 20 mem-
bers, including scholars in Western medicine, traditional Chinese
medicine, evidence-based medicine, and clinical pharmacology;
statisticians; and medical journal editors. The participants were
selected based on their specialty, recognition, and region. The clin-
ical doctors within this group are experts in the field of respiratory
and critical medicine, and have experience in the clinical treatment
of patients with COVID-19. Experts on behalf of different interest
groups participated in the whole research process. A coordination
group, which was responsible for research process coordination
and data analysis, was also established.
2.2. Information sources

The Two clinical trial registries�,yy were comprehensively
searched to retrieve the outcomes used in clinical trials from 1
December 2019 to 12 February 2020. Randomized controlled trials,
non-randomized controlled trials, case series, and cohort studies
aimed at evaluating different interventions for COVID-19 were
included. Studies that included suspected cases, diagnostic tests,
and syndrome surveys were excluded. Clinical trials from the
registries were screened by two reviewers according to the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. A predesigned Excel spreadsheet was used
to extract data, including design type, intervention, patient,
outcome, and so forth. Information on outcomes, which was
extracted by two authors independently, included the outcome
name, measurement method, measurement time point, and data
type. Disagreements were resolved by discussion.

The extracted outcome information was sorted by similarity.
Duplicated outcomes were excluded, nonstandard outcomes were
standardized, and synonym outcomes were merged. The process
was carried out by two researchers independently, and the differ-
ences were resolved by discussion.

The outcomes obtained after data cleaning were assigned to
seven different categories: clinical symptoms, physical and chem-
ical detection, viral nucleic acid detection, quality of life, significant
events, disease process, and safety indexes. In order to generate a
preliminary list of outcomes for consensus, all the outcomes in
each region were voted on for inclusion or not. An outcome would
be removed from the preliminary list when 75% of the voting
members voted it to be unnecessary. The remaining outcomes
formed the preliminary list of outcomes. According to the different
classifications of COVID-19, outcomes in the preliminary list were
divided into five types: mild, ordinary, severe, critical, and rehabil-
itation period.
� http://www.chictr.org.cn.
yy https://clinicaltrials.gov.
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2.3. Consensus process

In this study, two rounds of Delphi survey were conducted for
consensus. After each round of survey feedback, a meeting of
expert was held to discuss and determine whether to add or
remove outcomes.
2.3.1. Identifying stakeholder groups
In order to ensure the efficiency and quality of the consensus

process, this study invited representatives of respiratory, critical,
traditional Chinese medicine, and evidence-based medicine, in
addition to medical management and journal editors, to join the
Delphi survey. In consideration of geographical balance, experts
were invited from different regions in China, including Wuhan,
Tianjin, Beijing, Jiangsu, Guangdong, Shanghai, Henan, and
Sichuan, and internationally, from Italy, Republic of Korea, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. All of the participants
provided informed consent and were willing to participate in the
survey.
2.3.2. Questionnaire process
An electronic questionnaire by cell phone was used for the Del-

phi survey. The questionnaire had two main sections: ① scoring
each indexes; and ② recommending the indexes to be added. After
each round of information feedback, an expert meeting was held
by phone to discuss and determine whether to add, delete, or
merge outcomes. Due to the urgency of requirement, participants
were required to provide feedback within 24 h.
2.3.3. Outcome scoring
A Likert scale with nine scores was used to evaluate the impor-

tance of the outcomes. Each outcome was scored from a scale of 1
to 9 (unimportant: 1–3; important but not essential: 4–6; essen-
tial: 7–9). At the end of each round, data analyses were carried
out immediately. Based on the importance ranking, an outcome
that was scored higher than 7 by more than 75% of the experts
was retained for the next consensus process. The outcomes recom-
mended by the experts might enter the second round after discus-
sion by the steering group.
2.3.4. Consensus meeting
All outstanding representatives of different stakeholder groups,

clinical experts who completed the Delphi survey, and members of
the steering group were invited to the consensus meeting. If an
outcome was ranked as essential (7–9) by at least 75% of the par-
ticipants, it was considered to be agreed upon by consensus and
was recommended into the final COS [5].

Due to the special circumstance of the disease epidemic, the
consensus meeting was held by telephone conference instead of
through a face-to-face meeting. The contents of the consensus
meeting covered five aspects: ① reporting the research methods;
② reporting the results of two rounds of Delphi survey; ③ putting
forward the key points to be discussed;④ fully discussing the can-
didate core outcomes; and⑤ voting on the outcomes and reaching
a consensus to form the COS-COVID through discussion.
3. Results

We obtained 107 registered protocols of clinical studies on
COVID-19: 84 from chictr.org.cn and 23 from clinicaltrials.gov.
After screening, 78 protocols met the eligibility criteria: 52 with
interventions of chemical or biological drugs and 26 with tradi-
tional Chinese medicine plus standard treatments.
Please cite this article as: X. Jin, B. Pang, J. Zhang et al., Core Outcome Set for Clin
doi.org/10.1016/j.eng.2020.03.002
3.1. Outcomes pool

There were 259 outcomes (used 596 times) reported in the
included clinical protocols. After the standardized process, 132
outcomes were obtained and assigned to seven domains. Details
of the outcome pool are provided in Table 1.

This list of outcomes was too long to be used for a Delphi sur-
vey. In order to improve the efficiency and quality of the Delphi
survey, five experts from the steering group voted on and dis-
cussed the outcomes to be retained or eliminated. A preliminary
list of outcomes for the first Delphi survey was formed that com-
prised 58 outcomes assigned to five types of COVID-19 (mild, ordi-
nary, severe, critical, and rehabilitation period) [9]: 17 outcomes
for mild, 32 outcomes for ordinary, 35 outcomes for severe, 22 out-
comes for critical, and six outcomes for rehabilitation period.
Details are provided in Table 2.

3.2. Delphi survey

Sixty participants were invited to vote in the first round of Del-
phi survey and 52 responses were eventually received, for an attri-
tion rate of 13.3%. According to the consensus standards, 10, 25, 34,
22, and five outcomes, respectively, were voted as essential for the
types of mild, ordinary, severe, critical, and rehabilitation period.
Outcomes, including body mass index (BMI), complete blood count
(CBC), arterial blood gas, diarrhea, B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP),
myocardial infarction index, duration of intensive care unit (ICU)
admission, and immunological index for different types were rec-
ommended by participants. Based on the voting results and feed-
back, the steering group held a meeting to discuss which
outcomes were of importance and should be included in the sec-
ond round of Delphi survey. Different expressions of the same
index were combined to improve the concentration of the out-
comes. After discussion, five outcomes for mild, 15 outcomes for
ordinary, 20 outcomes for severe, 15 outcomes for critical, and five
outcomes for rehabilitation period obtained consensus for the sec-
ond round of Delphi survey; none of the recommended outcomes
from the first round of Delphi survey were included (Table 3).

Twenty-two experts, with an emphasis on clinicians in the front
line of clinical treatment, were invited to join the second round of
Delphi survey. With 20 of these experts responding to the ques-
tionnaire within 24 h, the attrition rate was 8%. Certain additional
outcomes—chest CT test, respiratory rate, blood gas analysis, acute
physiology and chronic health evaluation (APACHE) II score, lactic
acid, and psychological test—were suggested to supplement the
agreed-upon outcomes. Based on the results of the second round,
a teleconference was held by the steering group to discuss and con-
firm the candidate outcomes for the final consensus meeting. After
discussion, the steering group agreed that the APACHE II score
would be added to the severe stage; the CURB-65 score and dura-
tion of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) would be
removed from the critical type; and the incidence of sequelae
and the rate of interstitial pneumonia would be combined into
the incidence of sequelae. Finally, the outcomes voted as essential
for consensus included four for mild, eight for ordinary, 16 for sev-
ere, 12 for critical, and four for rehabilitation period (Table 4).

3.3. Consensus meeting

The consensus meeting was held on 24 February 2020, and
involved 20 participants. These included representatives from var-
ious stakeholder groups who were experts in respiratory or inten-
sive medicine, traditional Chinese medicine, evidence-based
medicine, clinical pharmacology, and statistics, in addition to med-
ical journal editors and decision-makers. There was no conflict of
interest among the different stakeholders. Before discussion on
ical Trials on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COS-COVID), Engineering, https://
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Table 1
Outcomes adopted in the protocols of clinical trials on COVID-19.

Category (No.) Outcome

Clinical symptoms (25) Time to defervescence; remission rate of respiratory symptoms; time to cough reported as mild; time to cough reported as absent;
Leicester cough questionnaire; percentage of cases without coughing; different approaches of oxygen inhalation; time to dyspnea
reported as mild/absent; frequency of dyspnea; respiratory rate; frequency of hypoxia; duration (d) of supplemental oxygenation;
recovery time of pulmonary function; respiratory symptoms and signs; frequency of respiratory progression; frequency of respiratory
remission; time to gastrointestinal symptoms reported as absent; frequency of individual symptom absent; time to clinical remission;
frequency of clinical improvement; clinical symptoms; score of clinical symptoms; TTCI; curative effects of TCM syndromes; score of
TCM symptoms

Physical and chemical
detection (28)

X-ray examination; changes in pulmonary imaging; CT and MRI scan of hip joint; chest imaging; pulmonary function; cardiac function;
CBC; peripheral blood cell count; C-reactive protein; hypersensitive C-reactive protein; erythrocyte sedimentation rate; calcitonin;
procalcitonin; proinflammatory cytokines; blood gas analysis; blood oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2; improvement rate of finger oxygen;
recovery rate of laboratory indexes; lymphocyte count; change curve of lymphocyte subsets count; immunological indexes; CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells count; D-dimer; coagulation function; myocardial enzymes; myoglobin; creatinine kinase

Viral nucleic acid
detection (3)

2019-nCoV RT-PCR test; virologic indicators; virus antibody level in blood samples

Quality of life (9) Modified Barthel index; health survey short form; self-rating anxiety scale; European Qol-5 dimensional questionnaire; assessment of
daily living ability; social support rating scale; SF-36; psychological indexes; self-rating depression scale

Significant events (11) Fatality rate; all-cause fatality rate; all-cause mortality; survival condition; mortality rate; time to treatment failure; frequency of
MODS; frequency of ARDS; sequential organ failure assessment; organ support intensity; frequency of shock

Disease process (44) Percentage of cases with significant improvement or meeting discharge standard; time to recovery; de-isolation rate; frequency of
2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity; time to cure; cure rate; frequency of disease remission; frequency of disease progression; assessment of
disease evolution; frequency of requirement for first aid; combination with other infections; percentage of cases administered with
steroids; percentage of antibiotics use; DIC score; vasopressor days; percentage of cases turning to critical; frequency of hemodialysis
filtration; frequency of requirement for pulmonary surfactant; percentage of cases turning to severe; time to cases turning to severe;
percentage of cases recovering to mild type; time to cases recovering to mild type; frequency/length of severe cases turning to critical
type or death; frequency of ICU admission; length of ICU stay (d); time to ICU admission; length of hospital stay (d); frequency of tube
insertion; duration (d) of tube insertion; parameters of respirator; frequency of requirement for mechanical ventilation; duration (d) of
mechanical ventilation; parameters of mechanical ventilation; duration (d) of ECMO; mode and parameters of ECMO; seven-point
ordinal scale; APACHE II score; CURB-65 pneumonia severity score; Murray lung injury score; NEWS 2; SOFA score; pulmonary high-
resolution CT score; PSI score; St. George’s respiratory questionnaire

Safety indexes (12) Adverse reactions; frequency of adverse events; frequency of severe adverse events; frequency of drug withdrawal due to adverse
reactions; frequency of complications; blood biochemistry; liver function; liver and renal function; frequency of renal injury; routine
urinalysis; electrocardiography; blood concentration of chloroquine

TTCI: time to clinical improvement; TCM: traditional Chinese medicine; CT: computerized tomography; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; PaO2/FiO2: the ratio of arterial
oxygen partial pressure to fraction of inspired oxygen; CBC: complete blood count; RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; SF-36: the medical outcome
study 36-item short-form health survey; MODS: multiple organ dysfunction syndrome; ARDS: acute respiratory distress syndrome; DIC: disseminated intravascular coag-
ulation; ICU: intensive care unit; ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; APACHE: acute physiology and chronic health evaluation; CURB-65: confusion, uremia,
respiratory rate, blood pressure, age�65 years; NEWS: national early warning score; SOFA: sequential organ failure assessment; PSI: pneumonia severity index.
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each outcome, the results of the two rounds of Delphi survey were
shown to the participants of the meeting. Based on the Delphi sur-
vey results and discussion, the participants voted anonymously for
each outcome, following the criteria of clinical value, clinical feasi-
bility, and stability of indicators in different classifications of
COVID-19. Each outcome that met the consensus standards was
included in the final COS. At the end, the COS-COVID consisted of
one outcome for mild (time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity), four
outcomes for ordinary (length of hospital stay, composite events,
score of clinical symptoms, and time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR nega-
tivity), five outcomes for severe (composite events, length of hospi-
tal stay, PaO2/FiO2, duration of mechanical ventilation, and time to
2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity), one outcome for critical (all-cause
mortality), and one outcome for rehabilitation period (pulmonary
function), as shown in Table 5.
4. Perspectives

This was a fast COS study conducted under special require-
ments and in a special environment. Nevertheless, the study was
rigorously conducted and reported according to the COS-STAD
and COS-STAR. The COS-COVID was accomplished on time and
with clinical significance. We hope that all clinical trials and
research on evidence transformation for COVID-19 can refer to
the COS-COVID during protocol design and decision-making.

Three points must be illustrated for the rational application of
the COS-COVID. First, although the COS is the minimum, it is not
the only index that should be reported in every clinical study.
Please cite this article as: X. Jin, B. Pang, J. Zhang et al., Core Outcome Set for Clin
doi.org/10.1016/j.eng.2020.03.002
Studies with different purposes can add other outcomes if neces-
sary. Second, the COS is not equivalent to the primary outcomes.
According to the main purposes of different studies, one or more
outcomes in a COS can be selected as the primary outcomes.
Third, there is no restriction on the treatment course and measure
point in a given trial. However, they should be well-defined and
based on scientific and feasible principles. For COVID-19, more
than two weeks of treatment course are suggested. Safety out-
comes were not included in the COS-COVID, because different
drugs might have different adverse reactions. In addition, we
suggest that researchers report all adverse events encountered
during clinical trials.

There are several limitations in this study. First, the develop-
ment of the outcome pool was only based on clinical trial protocols
listed in two registry platforms. Doctors and patients were not con-
sulted to collect indicators. Therefore, there is a potential risk of
missing important outcomes. Second, due to the prevalence of
new infectious diseases, patients were not invited to join in the
survey and consensus process. As a result, patients’ opinions may
not have been fully reflected. Third, the number of representatives
for different stakeholders may not be fully adequate. The fact that
the majority of the experts were from China weakens the regional
representation. Fourth, the process of consensus was conducted via
conference calls instead of through face-to-face meetings, which
may have led to insufficient discussion and affected the consensus
results. Finally, the current understanding of COVID-19 is still
incomplete and in the process of being established, so the relevant
evaluation outcomes and COS must be updated with the process of
practice. Furthermore, we wish to strengthen communication with
ical Trials on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COS-COVID), Engineering, https://
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Table 2
Preliminary list of outcomes for the first round of Delphi survey.

Type (No.) Outcome

Mild (17) Time to defervescence; time to cough disappearance;
time to dyspnea reported as absent; time to
gastrointestinal symptoms reported as absent; TTCI;
chest X-ray examination; chest CT scan; CBC; C-reactive
protein; calcitonin; proinflammatory cytokines;
lymphocyte count; D-dimer; time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR
negativity; frequency of hospital discharge; length of
hospital stay (d); score of TCM symptoms

Ordinary (32) Time to defervescence; time to cough reported as absent;
time to cough reported as mild; time to dyspnea reported
as absent; remission rate of respiratory symptoms; time
to gastrointestinal symptoms reported as absent; TTCI;
chest X-ray examination; chest CT scan; myocardial
enzymes; CBC; C-reactive protein; erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; calcitonin; proinflammatory
cytokines; blood gas analysis; blood oxygen saturation;
PaO2/FiO2; lymphocyte count; CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
count; D-dimer; coagulation function; all-cause
mortality; frequency of MODS; frequency of hospital
discharge; time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity; time to
hospital discharge; percentage of cases turning to severe
or critical; frequency of ICU admission; duration/ (d)
frequency of mechanical ventilation; duration (d) of
oxygen inhalation; curative effects of TCM syndromes;
score of TCM symptoms

Severe (35) Time to defervescence; respiratory rate; duration (d) of
supplemental oxygenation; frequency of clinical
improvement (turning to ordinary or recovery); TTCI;
chest CT scan; CBC; C-reactive protein; erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; calcitonin; proinflammatory
cytokines; blood gas analysis; blood oxygen saturation;
PaO2/FiO2; lymphocyte count; CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
count; D-dimer; coagulation function; myocardial
enzymes; time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity; all-cause
mortality; frequency of MODS; frequency of shock; time
to hospital discharge; DIC score; percentage of cases
turning to critical; frequency of ICU admission; length of
hospital stay (d); frequency of mechanical ventilation;
duration (d) of mechanical ventilation; duration (d) of
ECMO; NEWS2 score; CURB-65 pneumonia severity
score; PSI score; curative effects of TCM syndromes

Critical (22) Time to defervescence; frequency of clinical
improvement; TTCI; proinflammatory cytokines; blood
gas analysis; blood oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2;
lymphocyte count; CD4+ and CD8+ T cells count;
coagulation function; 2019-nCoV RT-PCR test; frequency
of MODS; frequency of shock; all-cause mortality; length
of ICU stay (d); length of hospital stay (d); frequency of
clinical improvement (turning to ordinary or recovery);
duration (d) of mechanical ventilation; duration (d) of
ECMO; APACHE II score; CURB-65 pneumonia severity
score; PSI score

Rehabilitation
period (6)

Chest X-ray examination; chest CT scan; pulmonary
function; SF36; frequency of interstitial pneumonia;
frequency of other sequelae

Table 3
List of outcomes for the second round of Delphi survey.

Type (No.) Outcome

Mild (5) Defervescence (rate/time); clinical symptoms remission
(rate/time/score); lymphocyte (count/ratio); 2019-nCoV
RT-PCR negativity (rate/time); hospital discharge
(rate/time)

Ordinary (15) Frequency of composite events (ICU admission, MODS,
shock, death, deterioration to severe or critical type); all-
cause mortality; time to hospital discharge (meet
discharge standards); 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity
(rate/time); chest CT scan; length of hospital stay (d);
mechanical ventilation (rate/rate/time); blood oxygen
saturation; PaO2/FiO2; C-reactive protein;
proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-a, IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8);
lymphocyte (count/ratio); immunological indexes;
clinical symptoms remission (rate/time/score);
defervescence (rate/time)

Severe (20) All-cause mortality; hospital discharge (rate/time, meet
discharge standards); frequency of composite events (ICU
admission, MODS, shock, death, critical deterioration)
composite; 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity (rate/time);
lymphocyte (count/ratio); immunological indexes;
proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-a, IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8);
mechanical ventilation (rate/rate/time); blood oxygen
saturation; PaO2/FiO2; NEWS2 score; CURB-65
pneumonia severity score; PSI score; SOFA score; DIC
score; chest CT scan; clinical symptoms remission
(rate/time/score); defervescence (rate/time); respiratory
rate; C-reactive protein

Critical (15) All-cause mortality; frequency of shock; length of ICU
stay (d); time to hospital discharge (meet discharge
standards); blood oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2; duration
(d) of mechanical ventilation; APACHE II score; CURB-65
pneumonia severity score; PSI score; SOFA score;
lymphocyte (count/ratio); 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity
(rate/time); defervescence (rate/time); duration (d) of
ECMO

Rehabilitation
period (5)

Chest CT scan; pulmonary function; SF36; frequency of
interstitial pneumonia; frequency of other sequelae

Table 4
List of outcomes for the consensus meeting.

Type (No.) Outcome

Mild (4) Defervescence (rate/time); clinical symptoms remission
(rate/time/score); lymphocyte (count/ratio); 2019-nCoV
RT-PCR negativity (rate/time)

Ordinary (8) Composite events (ICU admission, MODS, shock, death,
deterioration to severe or critical type); length of hospital
stay (d); 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity (rate/time); chest
CT scan; blood oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2; clinical
symptoms remission (rate/time/score); defervescence
(rate/time)

Severe (16) All-cause mortality; time to hospital discharge;
composite events (ICU admission, MODS, shock, death,
critical deterioration); 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity
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relevant international academic organizations to promote the
application and update of the COS-COVID.
(rate/time); lymphocyte (count/ratio); immunological
indexes; mechanical ventilation (rate/rate/time); blood
oxygen saturation; PaO2/FiO2; PSI score; SOFA score;
chest CT scan; clinical symptoms remission (rate/time/
score); defervescence (rate/time); respiratory rate;
APACHE II score

Critical (12) All-cause mortality; frequency of shock; length of ICU
stay (d); length of hospital stay (d); blood oxygen
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saturation; PaO2/FiO2; duration (d) of mechanical
ventilation; APACHE II score; PSI score; SOFA score; 2019-
nCoV RT-PCR negativity (rate/time); defervescence (rate/
time)

Rehabilitation
period (4)

Chest CT scan; pulmonary function; SF36; incidence of
sequelae
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Table 5
The COS for clinical trials on COVID-19.

Type (No.) Outcome

Mild (1) Time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativitya (d)
Ordinary (4) Length of hospital stayb (d)

Composite events (total number of patients diagnosed
as the types of severec, critical, and all-cause death)
Score of clinical symptomsd

Time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity
Severe (5) Composite events (total number of patients diagnosed

as type critical and all-cause death)
Length of hospital stay (d)
PaO2/FiO2

Duration (d) of mechanical ventilation
Time to 2019-nCoV RT-PCR negativity

Critical (1) All-cause mortality
Rehabilitation (1) Pulmonary function

a Negativity: two consecutive negative results (sampling interval of at least 24 h)
of the 2019-nCoV nucleic acids tests of respiratory pathogens.

b Discharge standards: ① normal body temperature for more than three days;
② significant recovered respiratory symptoms; ③ lung imaging showing obvious
absorption and recovery of acute exudative lesion; ④ negativity of nucleic acids
tests performed twice.

c Severe type (meeting any of the following): ① respiratory rate � 30 times�min-1;
② oxygen saturation <93% at a rest state; ③ PaO2/FiO2 � 300 mmHg (1 mmHg =
0.133 kPa); ④ patients with >50% lesions progression within 24–48 h in pulmonary
imaging. Critical type (meeting any of the following):① respiratory failure occurred
and mechanical ventilation required; ② shock occurred; ③ complicated with other
organ failure, ICU treatment required.

d Score of clinical symptoms: a total score of six common and important clinical
symptoms, including fever, cough, fatigue, shortness of breath, diarrhea, and body
pain, each of which can be scored as 0 (no), 1 (mild), 2 (moderate), or 3 (significant).
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